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1. INTR00ucT10~ 
In [2] C. Conley defines an index for isolated invariant sets of a flow. 
Given an isolated invariant set of some flow, this index consists of a 
collection of pointed topological spaces, called index spaces, all of the same 
homotopy type (the homotopy type defines the homotopy index of an 
isolated invariant set) and of a collection of homotopy classes of maps 
between the pointed spaces. Both the spaces and the maps are defined in 
terms of the flow, and the two collections taken together comprise a 
category. It is this category which Conley calls the Morse index of the given 
isolated invariant set. The Morse index of an isolated invariant set 
generalizes the classical Morse index of a non-degenerate critical point of a 
vectorfield in that the classical index is a non-negative integer n where n is 
the dimension of the unstable manifold to the critical point, and considered 
as an isolated invariant set, the homotopy index of the critical point is the 
homotopy type of a pointed n-sphere. 
As a category, the Morse index enjoys two additional properties which 
makes it a much stronger invariant than the homotopy index alone. These 
are (1) the Morse index is a groupoid; i.e., every morphism in the Morse 
index has an inverse; (2) between any two objects in the Morse index there 
exists one and exactly one morphism in the Morse index; in particular the 
only self-morphism of an index space is the homotopy class of the identity 
map on the index space. These make the Morse index a connected simple 
system, defined below. The fact that the Morse index is a connected simple 
system is crucial in developing an appropriate notion of a “map” between 
Morse indices of different isolated invariant sets where the invariant sets are 
related by continuation which in turn has application to existence proofs in 
differential equations, cf. [2], and is also crucial in developing the connection 
index, a connected simple system whose objects are long coexact sequences 
of Morse indices of repeller-attractor pairs [5, 6, 21 which again is useful in 
proving existence theorems, in particular, of orbits connecting one invariant 
set to another, cf. (2,7,8]. 
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The primary purpose of this paper is to give a complete proof of property 
(2) above. It is immediate from Proposition 1.2 below that to show property 
(2) it suffices to show that every self-morphism in the Morse index is the 
homotopy class of the appropriate identity map; this is Theorem 3.5 below. 
This result was announced by Conley in [2] and an outline of the proof 
presented here is given there. The proof presented here is that given in the 
author’s P.h.D. dissertation done under the direction of C. Conley. 
Besides Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.4, wherein generalized inclusion induced 
maps (see 2.1 1 below) between objects of the Morse index are shown to be 
equivalences, is another main ingredient in the proof of property (2). A 
feature of this proof important to the applications (cf. [ 7, Theorem 3.11) is 
the particular homotopy inverse defined for a generalized inclusion induced 
map between objects of the Morse index. 
The description of the morphisms in the Morse index given below differs 
from the formulation given in [ 21 and a comparison of the two might at first 
glance indicate that the collection of morphisms defined here is larger; 
however, it follows from property (2) above that the collections coincide. 
This is discussed further after the proof of 3.6 below. 
Notation. The notation used in this paper is for the most part standard; 
some possible exceptions: R, R +, and R- denote, respectively, the real 
numbers, the non-negative reals, and the non-positive reals; for a, b E R, 
]a, b[ is the open interval from a to b, [a, b 1 the corresponding closed 
interval, and [a. b[ and ]a, b] the half-open intervals, open on the right and 
left, respectively; the letter I is reserved to denote 10, 11; for A and B sets, 
A\B = {x: x E A and x @ B). We use cl,(A), int,(A), and a,(A) to denote the 
closure, interior, or boundary of a set A relative to a space X. Other 
topological notation follows that of Spanier [ 101. All homotopies are 
considered in the category of topological spaces with base point and base 
point preserving maps. Thus for two maps f and g, mapping a pointed space 
X to another pointed space Y, f w g means there is a homotopy from f to g 
which maps base point to base point throughout the deformation. 
We conclude the introduction with the definition of “connected simple 
system.” Section 2 sets the context, defines the collection of index spaces, 
and sets forth some technical definitions and propositions used to define the 
morphisms of the Morse index which is done in Section 3 along with 
showing the Morse index is a connected simple system. Section 4 discusses 
modifications necessary to treat semi-flows. 
DEFINITION 1.1 (Connected Simple System). 
( 1) A groupoid is a small category in which each morphism is an 
equivalence; call a groupoid simple if for each object X, hom(X, X) = (1,). 
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(2) A simple groupoid is a connected simple system if, and only if, for 
each pair of objects X and Y in the groupoid, hom(X, Y) # 0. 
Once it is proved that the Morse index is a connected simple system, the 
following simple proposition shows that there is exactly one morphism 
between any two objects of the Morse index. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If X and Y are objects of a simple groupoid and if 
hom(X, Y) # 0, then hom(X, Y) is a singleton. Consequenlly in a connected 
simple system, for any ordered pair of objects X and Y, there is a unique 
morphism from X to Y. 
ProoJ IfxgEhom(X,Y),thenfog-‘=l,andg-‘of=l,sothatf= 
(g.-I)-‘=g. I 
2. LOCAL FLOWS,~SOLATED INVARIANT SETS, AND INDEX PAIRS 
The Morse index will be defined in the following context which is the same 
as that of (2 1. Let I- be an arbitrary topological space with r, c r an open 
subset of f which is Hausdofl in the inherited topology (f need not be 
Hausdorff). We assume that f admits a flow f; i.e., there exists a continuous 
map f: r x R + r satisfying f (f (y, t,), I,) =f(y, I, + t2) for any y E r, 
f,, 1, E R. Whenever convenient we write the flow as a right action of the 
additive group of real numbers on the space f, f(y, I) = y . t. For M c r and 
K c R we write M . K for f(M x K). Also we denote by f * the time-reversed 
flow induced byJ i.e., f *(y, 1) Af(;), -1) for 7 E r, I E R. 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Local flows and semi-flows). 
(1) A subset 0 c r, is a local semi-flow if, and only if, for each 
y E @, there exists E > 0 and I/ open in r with y E U so that (Un @) e 
10, E[ c @. 
(2) A subset @c r, is a local flow if, and only if, for each y E 0, 
there exists E > 0 and (I open in r with y E U so that (Un @) . I-c. E[ c @. 
For the remainder of this paper it is assumed that all local flows and local 
semi-flows are locally compact in the topology inherited from f. 
The motivation for the above context is briefly as follows: for details see 
12 I. In applications of the Morse index to the study of the qualitative 
behavior of autonomous differential equations on R”, f is taken to be the 
space of curves into R” which have an open interval in R as domain and 
which have closed graph in R x R” with an appropriate version of the 
compact-open topology; r, is taken to be the subspace of f of all those 
curves which contain zero in their domain. The flowf is taken to be the tran- 
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slation of domain flow on the space of curves. Every maxima1 integral curve 
of the equation is an element of r, and the collection of those maximal 
integral curves with zero in their domain form a local flow @ c I-, assuming 
that the domain of the vectorfield of the equation is an open subset VC R”. 
Moreover @ is the embedded image of V in I- via the assignment to each 
point .r of V the maximal integral curve of the equation which passes 
through .Y at time zero, and hence 0 is locally compact. Also this embedding 
is equivariant with respect to the flow on phase space defined by the 
equation and the translation flow on the space of curves. Local semi-flows 
arise similarly from evolution equations where r, will be those curves whose 
domain contains some specified closed interval of non-positive real numbers 
including zero. 
The reason for defining the Morse index in terms of the translation flow 
on the space of curves rather than directly in terms of the flow on phase 
space is the resulting simplification of the statements and proofs of various 
perturbation lemmas involving the Morse index wherein the translation flow 
acts as a “universal” flow in which all flows on phase space can be 
embedded and conveniently compared. 
Remark. The terminology of Definition 2.1 above differs from that of 
[ 21. In 12 1 what is here called a local semi-flow is there called a local flow 
and what is here called a local flow is there called a two-sided local flow. 
The terminology of 2.1 is used here since it seems to be more in keeping with 
standard usage of the words “flow” and “semi-flow.” 
DEFINITION 2.2. Recall the following basic definitions. A set Y CT is 
respectively invariant, positively invariant, negatively invariant as Y . R, 
Y. R’, Y. R - equals Y. The sets invariant under the action of a flow are 
partially ordered by inclusion and any reference to maximality refers to this 
partial ordering. Thus define o(Y) to be the maximal invariant set of 
cl,(Y. R+) and o*(Y) to be the maximal invariant set of cl,(Y e R-). The 
set w(Y) coincides with the usual notion of the w-limit set of Y under the 
action of the flow on r. The set w*(Y) coincides with what is more usually 
called the a-limit set of Y. 
When Y c r is compact and positively invariant, since r is not Hausdorff, 
it may be the case that w(Y) & Y. To simplify the presentation the following 
definitions are made: 
For 2 c r and Y c r define o(Z; Y)= o(Z)n Y and w*(Z; Y) = 
w*(z)n Y. 
Note that if Y is positively invariant and Z c Y, then w(Z; Y) = n(cl,(Z . 
If, co [ ): I E R + }. Also if Z c Y c N c r and Y is N-closed and positively 
invariant, then o(Z; N) = w(Z; Y). Analogous remarks hold for the o* limit 
sets. 
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DEFINITION 2.3 (Isolating neighborhood and isolated invariant set). 
(1) If @ c f,, is a local (semi-) flow, a compact @-neighborhood, N, is 
an isolating neighborhood (relative to @) if, and only if, the maximal 
invariant subset of N is contained in the @-interior of N. 
(2) If @ c r,, is a local (semi-) flow, a set S c @ is an isolated 
invariant set if, and only if, S is the maximal invariant subset of some 
isolating @-neighborhood. 
(3) For N an isolating neighborhood as defined in (1) above, define 
A *(N) = {y: y . R* c N). A ‘(N) and A -(N) are called the forward and 
backward asymptotic sets of N resp. Note if S is the isolated invariant set of 
N,then S=A+(N)nA-(N). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let (N, K) be a topological pair in r. 
(1) K is positively invariant relative to N if, and only if, for each 
yEKandtER+,y.[O,t]cNimpliesy.(O,t]cK. 
(2) For each f E R ‘, define 
K'= (y:y. [-t,O]cK} 
and define 
Note that K' does not depend on N whereas K-' does; however, the lack 
of explicit reference to N will not cause any confusion in context. 
We now have sufficient definitions at our disposal to define the index 
spaces associated to an isolated invariant set. Index spaces will be quotient 
spaces of the following types of pairs. 
DEFINITION 2.5 (Index Pairs and Index Spaces). Let @c r, be a local 
(semi-) flow, N an isolating neighborhood relative to @ with maximal 
invariant set S, and suppose that (N,, N,) is an ordered pair of compact 
subsets of N (no containment relation between N, and N, implied); then 
(N,, N,) is an index pair for S relative to N if, and only if, the following 
three properties hold: 
(1) (relative positive invariance property) N, and N, are positively 
invariant relative to N, 
(2) (isolating property) S c int,(N,\N,), 
(3) (exit property) if y E N,\A ‘(N), then y E N;’ for some t E R +. 
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If the containment relation N, 2 N, holds for an index pair (N,, N,), then 
(N,, N,) will be called a nested index pair. Note that if (N,, N,) is an index 
pair relative to an isolating neighborhood N, it is straightforward to verify 
that (N,, N, n N,) and (N, u N,, N,) are both nested index pairs relative to 
N. 
Given an index pair (N,, N,), the quotient space N,/N, n N, is defined to 
be the index space of the index pair. As N,\N, n N, = N,\N, = N, U N,\N, 
it follows from Proposition 2.1 1 stated and proved below that N,/N, n N, 
and N, U N,/N, are naturally homeomorphic, but for technical reasons the 
distinction between them will be maintained. For convenience N,/(N, n N,) 
will be abbreviated to N,/N,. 
The existence of index pairs as defined above is proved by Conley in [ 2 ]. 
The existence of index pairs in the context of semi-flows on a compact metric 
space was proved by T. G. Young in his thesis 1121 under the direction of 
Conley. Figure 1 illustrates an index pair (N,, N,) relative to an isolating 
neighborhood N for a hyperbolic critical point in the plane. For further 
examples see [2]. 
The following series‘of technical definitions and propositions provides the 
machinery necessary to define the morphisms of the Morse index which are 
obtained by deforming index spaces under the action of the flow and to show 
that the morphisms so defined are equivalences. 
DEFINITION 2.6 (Exit and Entrance Time Maps). Suppose N c To. 
( 1) If N is compact define for each y E N, 
u 1 N(y) = sup@ > 0: y . 10, s] c NJ 
and 
u* 1 N(y) = sup(s > 0: ‘/ . I-s, 0] c N); 
(2) If N has an upper semi-continuous decomposition by compact sets 
(N,: 1 E /i) (see [ 1 1 ] for the definition of an U.S.C. decomposition) define 
u 1 N = U ((I 1 N,: ,A E A ); i.e., (I 1 N(y) = u 1 N,(y) if y E NA. 
FIG. I. An index pair for a hyperbolic point. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose N c r, and has an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition by compact sets (N,: A E A }. Then a ) N: N + [0, 03 ] and 
19 ) N: N + 10, co ] are both upper semi-continuous. If N itself is compact, 
then for each yE N such that u 1 N(y) < co (resp. u* ; N(y) < co), 
y . u I N(y) E aroN (resp. y . -o* 1 N(y) E aroN). 
Remark. Note that when N is compact the singleton (N} is an U.S.C. 
decomposition of N by compact sets. 
Proof. For simplicity the “N” in the notation of D ] N will be suppressed. 
Note since o* is just u defined for the time-reversed flow only that part of 
the proposition concerning u needs to be proved explicitly. 
First suppose N is compact, y E N, and u(y) < co. As N is f,,-closed, 
BrON c N, and by definition of u, y . u(y) E a,N; hence as r, is open, it 
follows that if y. u(y) E N, then y 1 u(y) E aroN. 
To show y . u(y) E N, suppose 0 < u(y) < co (if u(y) = 0, there is nothing 
to show). Choose U open and E > 0 so that N c U c To and I/. I-E, t.] c r, ; 
this can be done because N is compact, r,, is open, and the flow is 
continuous. Choose a positive integer i, satisfying I/i, < E and l/i,, < u(y). 
Now by definition of u, for each integer i > i,, y . u(y) - l/i E N. In 
particular, y - u(r) - l/i,, E N, and as 0 < l/i, < E, 
y.u(y)~y.u(y)- l/i,. [O,E]CN. ]O,c]cU. [-c,c]crO, 
and because the continuity of the flow implies y . u(y) - l/i converges to 
y a u(y) as i increases to co, it follows that y . u(y) is a limit point of N in f, ; 
whence, y . u(y) E N because N is closed relative to r,,. 
To show the upper semi-continuity of u it suffices to show that 
(9: u(q) < r} is open for each r > 0. Thus suppose 0 < r < co, suppose 
y E N* c N, and suppose u ] N,(y) < r. By what has been shown above, 
Y .o(Y) E GoN,. Then by definition of u ] N,, choose 6 > 0 so that 
u(y) + S < r and y . u(y) + 6 E &,\lv,. As f0 is open and Hausdorff in r and 
as N, c r, is compact, choose disjoint open sets U, Vc r, with y . u(y) + 
SE U and N, c V. By the continuity of the flow choose Q open about y so 
that Q . u(y) + 6 c U. As (N,,: I’ E /i } is an U.S.C. decomposition, for some 
open W, NA c W and for each ~1 E A, if N,, n W # 0, then N, c V (this is 
the definition of an U.S.C. decomposition). Then if q E N fl Q n W, q . u ( 
N,(y) + 6 E U, and for some p E A, q E N, c V. As V is disjoint from U, it 
follows that u ] N(q) = u 1 N,,(q) < u ] N,(y) + 6 < r. Because y E N n Q n W 
and N n Q n W is open in N, this completes the proof. i 
Remark 1. Because upper semi-continuous functions assume their 
supremum on compact sets [ 3, X1.2.41, in particular, if N 2 K compact and 
for each y E K, u 1 N(y) < co, then u 1 N is bounded on K and assumes its 
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finite maximum-analogous remarks hold for u* 1 N. This will be used quite 
often in the sequel. 
Remark 2. If r were assumed Hausdorff, then N would be closed 
relative to r, and it would be immediate that y. a(y) E N if o(y) < co. The 
rest of the proof could also be simplified somewhat. 
Remark 3. Note that if N is an isolating neighborhood, A ‘(N) = 
(0 1 N)-‘(co) and A -(N) = (u* 1 N)-‘( co so that both A *(N) are closed ) 
relative to N, hence compact. It follows that the isolated invariant set 
contained in N is also compact. 
Remark 4. In [ 1 ] R. Churchill constructs very special nested index pairs 
(B, h ) and (B, b+), called isolating blocks, in the context of flows on a 
compact metric space-@, b-) is an index pair for the flow and (B, b+) is 
an index pair for the time-reversed flow and both isolate the same invariant 
set. What makes these pairs particularly special is that u 1 B and u* 1 B are 
continuous and b- = (a 1 B)- l(O), b’ = (u* 1 B)-‘(O) and b- and b’ local 
sections of the flow. 
Churchill’s construction can easily be adapted to the context of locally 
compact Hausdorff local flows @c f, using Corollary 2 of 2.8 below, in 
particular that a @-isolated invariant set S is a G, relative to @. For from 
this, if N is an isolating @-neighborhood of S, as N is a normal space and 
S c int, N, it follows that there exists a Urysohn function p: N + [0, 1 ] with 
S = p-‘(O) (cf. 3, VII.4.21. Churchill uses the distance from S for p, and no 
other essential use of the metric is made; i.e., his arguments for constructing 
B c int, N with u ( B and u* ( B continuous go over either by replacing his 
sequential (semi-) continuity and convergence arguments with arguments 
using nets or filterbases, or by using the local definitions of (semi-) 
continuity in terms of open sets. The reader should have little difftculty in 
supplying the details. 
The next proposition and its first corollary are trivialities when 
0 = r,, = fi the proofs of the general case are left to the reader, or see 14, 
Proposition 2.41. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose @c r, is a local (semi-) jlow, Kc @ is 
compact, and V is r-open. If t E R + and K . 10, t ] c V n @, then there exist 
I/r-openandc>OsothatKcUandcl,(CJn@). [O,t+e]CVn@,and 
cl&U n 0) is compact. Furthermore, tf C c H c @ and K c int,(C), then U 
can be chosen so that it also satiSfies cl,(Un @) n H c int,(C). 
COROLLARY 1. Let 0 c r,, be a localjlow, K c @ compact, and V open. 
Suppose K . [a, b 1 c@nV.If(i)a~OandK~(O,a]c~or(ii)b~Oand 
K . [b, 0 ] c @ or (iii) 0 E [a, b], then there exist U open and E > 0 so that 
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KC U, cl,(Un @) is compact, and cl,(Un Q). [a - E, b + E) c @n V. 
Also, if C c H c @ and K c int,(C), then cl,(Un @) n H c int,(C). 
COROLLARY 2. Let @ c f, be a local (semi-) flow, N an isolating @- 
neighborhood, and S the maximal invariant set of N. Then for each t E R +, 
defining iJ,={xEN:oIN(x)>t} and p={xEN:a*)N(x)>t}, it 
followsthatn(U,:tER+}=A+(N),n(~:tER+}=A-(N),andforeach 
tER+, U, is a compact @-neighborhood of S; lf in fact @ is a local jlow, 
then UT is also a compact @-neighborhood of S, and S is a G, relative to @. 
Proof. Clearly At(N)=n{U,:tER’} and A-(N)=n{U::tER-1. 
Also the upper semi-continuity of u 1 N and u* 1 N implies that for each t > 0, 
U, and UT are closed relative to N; hence both are compact as N is. 
Let t > 0. As observed in Remark 3 after 2.7 above, S is compact. Also, 
because N is a @-neighborhood of S, for some r-open V, S c Vn @ c N, 
and as S is invariant it follows that S . [O, t] c Vn @. Thus applying the 
proposition yields U’ r-open and E > 0 so that S c U’ and U’ n @ . 
(0, t + E] c Vn @J c N. It follows that for each x E U’ n @, x E N and 
u (N(y) > t so that S c iJ+ n @c U, which shows that U, is a @- 
neighborhood of S. If in fact @ is a local flow, then @ is a local semi-flow 
relative to the time-reversed flow f *, and repeating the above argument in 
this case yields that (I;” is a @-neighborhood of S. Finally, because 
0 <s, < s2 implies that Us, c Us, and Uz, c Us*,, it follows that 
s c n?, into(Ut, n u,"l) c nE, u,,n r)z, u; = A +(N) n A (N) = S, 
where for each integer i > 0, ti = i, which shows that S is a G, relative to 
@. I 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let @ c r, be a localjlow and (N,, N2) an index pair 
relative to some isolating @-neighborhood N. 
(1) For each t E R+, (N:, N,), (N,, N, ‘), and (N’,, N;‘) are index 
pairs relative to N. 
(2) For each t E R+, A + (N) n N;’ = 0, and for all large enough 
t E R’, N, n N;’ is an N,-closed N,-neighborhood of N, n N,. 
(3) U(N;‘x {st:sE 10, llt and U(N;S’~ (s}:sE [0, 11) are 
compact subsets of N x I. 
Proof. The easy verification that N’, and N;’ are positively invariant 
relative to N for each t E R ’ is omitted. From the definition of N:, it is 
immediate that N{ = (y E N,: u* 1 N,(y) > t 1. By definition of an index pair 
S c int,(N,) c N, c N c @ and N, is compact. Because N is an isolating @- 
neighborhood, it follows that N, is too; whence by Corollary 2 to 
Proposition 2.8, it is immediate that N: is a compact @-neighborhood of S. 
Define r: N x I+ [0, t] by s(y, s) = min(st,u 1 N(y)}, and for each s E I, 
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define 5,: N -+ 10, st] by r,(y) G r(y, s). Because the intimum of upper semi- 
continuous functions is upper semi-continuous, it follows that t and r5, s E I, 
are upper semi-continuous. It is straightforward to show that N\N;‘= 
(y E N: y . (0, r,(y)] n N, = 0 1. By definition of the relative topology, 
@\N, = Vn CD for some r-open V. Thus if y E N,\N;‘, because r,(y) = 
mini!, u ) N(y)), it follows that y. 10, r,(y)] c Vn @. By 2.8, for some open 
U and for some E > 0, y E I/ and un @ . [0, r,(y) + E] c vn @. Because 
r,: N + IO, f] is upper semi-continuous, shrinking U if necessary, it can also 
be assumed that for 9 E CJn N, r,(q) < r,(y) + E; hence for each q E Un N, 
q . 10, r(q)] c Vn @ = @\N,. Thus y E U n N c N\N;‘, which shows that 
N;’ is N-closed, hence compact. 
Suppose y E A * (N) n N,, and let S be the maximal invariant subset of N. 
Because A *(N) is positively invariant and compact, 0 # o(y; A +(N)) c 
A ’ (N) c N, and as w(y; A ‘(N)) is an invariant set and N isolates S, 
w(y; A ’ (N)) c S c int,(N,\N,) c N,\N,. It follows that for all large enough 
t,say~~t,>O,y.rEN,\N,.However,becausey.R+cNandyEN,,as 
N, is positively invariant relative to N, y . I, E N,, a contradiction. Thus 
A +(N) n N, = 0, and it follows that for each t E R ‘, A ‘(N) n N;’ = 0; 
otherwise, for some t and y, 7 E A *(N) n N;’ and for some s, 0 < s < t and 
‘/ . (0, s ] c N and 7 . s E N, ; whence y . s E A ’ (N) n N,, a contradiction. 
This shows that the first part of conclusion (2) of the proposition holds, and 
because S c A ‘(N), that for each t E R +, S r\ N;’ = 0. Since it has already 
been shown that for each I E R *, S c int,(N:) and N;’ is @-closed, it 
follows that S c int,(N:)\N;’ = int,(N’,\N;‘) c int,(N,w;‘), and 
completes showing that conditions (1) and (2) in the definition of an index 
pair are satisfied by each of the pairs in (1) of the current proposition. These 
pairs also satisfy the exit property of index pairs, for if y E N, , y e A+(N), 
and tER’, because (N,, N,) is an index pair, for some s, y E NT~, and if 
s < I, N;’ c N;’ whereas if s > t, setting s’ = s - I, y E (NT’))“, and this is 
sufftcient to show that the exit property is satisfied for the pairs in (1). 
Next, it will be shown that for all large enough t > 0, N, n N;’ is an N,- 
neighborhood of N, f? N,. Because N, is a compact Hausdorff space it is 
normal, and because A + (N,) n N, c A ’ (N) n N, = 0, it follows that for 
some U, A ‘(N,) c U c clN,(U) c N,\N,. Then, taking complements in N,, 
N,\U I N,\cIN,(U) II N, n N,. Now N,\U is compact, and as A ‘(N,) c U, 
for each yE N,\U, a 1 N,(y) < 00. As noted after Proposition 2.7 in 
Remark 1, this implies that u 1 N, is bounded on N,\U and set 7 to be the 
supremum on N,\U plus one. Then from the exit property of index pairs it 
follows that N,\U c N;T Then by the inclusions noted previously, 
N, n N, c N,\cIN,(U) c N,\Uc N, n N;‘, which shows that N, n N;‘is an 
N,-neighborhood of N, n N, because N,\cI,,,,(U) is N,-open; hence for each 
t > 1, N, n N;’ is an N,-neighborhood of N, n N, because N;‘c N;‘, for 
tat. 
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To show (3), set C=U(N:‘x (s):sE [0, 111 and B=U(N;“x (s): 
s E [O, 1 ] 1 and let r: N x I-+ (0, t 1 be defined as in the first paragraph of this 
proof. First, suppose (y, r) E N, X r\C. Then y E N,\Nl’ so that 0 < u* 1 
N,(y) < rt. Then for some E > 0, u* ( N,(y) < (r - e)t, and because u* ) N, is 
upper semi-continuous, for some N,-neighborhood Q of y, q E Q implies 
u* 1 N(q) < (r - e)t. Then (7, r) E Q x ]r - E, 11 c N, x r\C which shows 
that C is closed relative to N, x I, hence compact. 
Next, suppose (y, r) E N x r\B. Then 7 E N\N;” and it follows that 
y . 10, r(y, r)] n N, = 0. Mimicking the proof that N;’ is closed, but using 
the fact that r rather than r, is upper semi-continuous, then shows that for 
some open U about y, and for some I-open interval J about r, (a s) E U n 
N x J implies q . (0, r(q, s)] n N, = 0. Hence that (y, r) E Un N x J c N x 
I\B. Thus B is closed in N x I, hence compact. 1 
The remaining results of this section except for the last lemma will be used 
to show continuity of the maps which define the homotopy classes of the 
morphisms in the Morse index. The last lemma is used in showing that 
several of these maps are homotopy equivalences. The proofs of 2.10, 2. I 1, 
2.12, and 2.13 are all straightforward and are left to the reader, or see [ 4 I. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let h: X -+ Y be a continuous map, and let (A, B) 
and (C, D) be topological pairs in X and Y, respectively, satisfying (i) B is 
closed relative to A, (ii) h(cl,(A\B)) c C, (iii) h(B) n c\D = 0. Then h 
induces a continuous map 6: A/B + C/D defined by h[x] = [h(x)] ifx E A\B, 
h[B] = [ 01. Furthermore, if h is injective and h(A\B) c c\D, then h is 
injective, and if equality holds h is bijective. 
COROLLARY 2.11 [cf. 121. Let I,, be a topological space and (A, B) and 
(C, D) closed pairs in I,, satisfying (i) A\B c C, (ii) B n c\D = 0. Then the 
identity map of I, induces a map i: A/B -+ C/D as above. 
Remark. Such maps will be called inclusion induced maps. When 
(A, B) c (C, D), (i) and (ii) hold and the resulting induced map is called a 
functorial inclusion induced map because if (A,, B,) c (A*, B,) c 
(A3, B,) c ..a c (A,,, B,) is a finite string of inclusions, the composition of 
the induced maps, A,/B, + AJB, --) a.. -+ A./B,, coincides with the map 
induced by the inclusion (A,, B,) c (A,, B,). This need not be true for a 
composition of arbitrary inclusion induced maps; i.e., the composition of 
inclusion induced maps need not be inclusion induced. An illustration of the 
more general definition is given in Fig. 2. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let (C, D) be a topological pair and suppose (A, B) is 
a closed pair in C x I with B c D x I. Let n: C x I + C be projection. Then 
n induces a continuous map 5: A/B + C/D. 
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FIG. 2. (a) An inclusion induced map. (b) A non-inclusion induced composition. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let X be a topological space and (K, L) a closed pair in X, 
and suppose B closed in K x I with L x I c B. Define j: K/L x I -+ K x I/B 
by j(px, I) = q(x, t), where p: K -+ K/L and q: K X I + K X I/B are the 
quotient maps. Then j is well defined and continuous. 
The proof of the following lemma uses the well-known fact that if a 
morphism has both a left and right inverse they are equal; hence the 
morphism has an inverse. The lemma below appears in [ 121. 
EQUIVALENCE LEMMA 2.14. Let W, X, Y, Z be objects of a category ‘8, 
and suppose that 
is a commutative diagram of morphisms in W; i.e., g of = k and h o g = f; 
and suppose that k and f are equivalences. Then f, g, and h are equivalences 
and f -’ = k-‘g, g-’ = (-‘h =fk-‘, h-’ =gf-‘. 
Proof: (if’h)g=f-‘(hg)=C-‘f= 1, and g(J-‘)= (gf)k. ‘=kk-‘= 
1 r; whence g has left inverse f-‘h and right inverse j7-‘. By the remark 
above, (-‘h = g-’ =Jk-‘. Then (k-‘g)f=k-‘(gf)=k-‘k= l,, and 
f(k-‘g)=(j-‘)g=(f-‘h)g=f-‘(hg)=f-’f= 1, so that f is an 
equivalence and f - ’ = (- ‘g. Similarly h - ’ = gf - ‘. u 
3. THE MORSE INDEX 
In statements 3.1-3.4 below homotopy equivalences are defined which 
generate (by composition) a spanning set of representatives for the 
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morphisms of the Morse index, 3.5 shows that the resulting system is simple, 
and 3.6 shows that the system is connected. 
The results of 3.1 and 3.2 are proved in (21. The proof of 3.1 given here is 
cast so as to use 2.10 to prove continuity of the maps in question to help 
bring out the close inter-relationship among the maps generating the 
morphisms of the Morse index. The proof of 3.2 is included for 
completeness. The general inclusion induced maps of 3.4 are not defined in 
121. 
For 3.1-3.6 below let @ c I-,, be a local flow and S c @ a fixed isolated 
invariant set with isolating @-neighborhood N and (N,, N,) a fixed index 
pair for S relative to N. Also let t E Rt be fixed. 
DEFINITION AND PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(1) Define g: N,/N;’ -+ N{/Nz by 
AXI = Ix * tl if x . [0, t] n N, = 0 
= IN,~-IN:] otherwise. 
Then g is well defined and is a homeomorphism of N,/N;’ onto N’JN,. 
(2) Define f’: N,/N, x I + N,/N, by 
f ‘(Ix19 s) =f :(lxl) = Ix * stl 
= lN*nN, I 
if x. [O,sr]nN,=Qr 
otherwise, 
and define 1: N{/Nz -+ N,/N, to be the map induced by the inclusion 
(N’,,N,nN{)c(N,,N,nN,). Thenf’is well defined and continuous and 
is a weak deformation retraction of N,/N, to N:/N*; i.e., f k = lNIINI, 
f ‘,(N,/N,) c N’JN,, for each s E I, f :(N’,/N,) c N’JN,, and the end map of 
the deformation regarded as a map onto N:/Nz, $‘,: N,/N, + N’JN,, is a 
homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse I, with I 03: - l,Y,,,Yj via f’ 
and $‘, o 1 - l.N\,.W~ via p’, where 3’ = f’ 1 N:/Nz x I regarded as a map onto 
N:lN, - 
Remark. As g is being defined for each t E R’, and for any index pair, 
(N,, N,), perhaps the notation should explicitly mention these; however, in 
favor of simplicity they shall not, but the reference should be clear in 
context. Analagous remarks hold for I and also for f’ and$’ as regards the 
lack of explicit reference to the index pair. 
Also, in 3.2 below a map p: N,/N, -+ N,/N;’ will be defined and again 
because they will be clear from context no explicit reference to f or the index 
pair is included in the notation. 
Proof: With the idea of applying 2.10, set A = N, X I, B = tJ (N;” X (s}: 
sEI)nN,xI, C=U(#‘x (s):sEI}, D=N,xInC, and define 
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h: f x I -+ f x I by h(y, s) = (y . st, s). Note that h is a homeomorphism, and 
using 2.10, it will be shown that h induces a homeomorphism 6: A/B + C/D. 
Then because h preserves “slices,” so does 6 and as NJN;’ and N’,/N, are 
the slices for s = 1 of A/B and C/D, respectively, it will then be clear that g 
is the restriction of h to NJN;’ regarded as a map into N’JN,. Finally. 
using 2.13 and 2. I2 it will follow that there are mapsj: N,/N, X I -+ A/B and 
f:C/D+N,fN, so thatf’=?o hoj. 
To begin, because @ x I is Hausdorff and because 2.9(3) implies that 
(A, B) and (C, D) are compact pairs in @ x I, it follows that B is closed 
relative to A. Next, observe that the exit property and the relative positive 
invariance of index pairs imply that 
(~9 s) E N, x I\B iff q E N,\NyS’ and s E / 
iff q. 10, st] c N,\N, and s E I (3) 
iff (q . SL s) E wqN2 x {s) c C\D. 
It follows that h(A\B) = C\D and that h(B) n C\D = 0. Also, if (y, r) E 
cl,v, x,(N, x IjB). but u 1 N,(y) < rt, then for some E, 0 < E < r, u 1 N,(y) < 
(r - &)I, and because u 1 N, is upper semi-continuous there exists an N,-open 
W about y so that for each q E W, u 1 N,(q) < (r - E) t; however, because 
(y, r) E w  x ]r - E, I] which is open in N, X I and because (y, r) E 
cl,v,,,(N, x I\B), it follows that for some (q, s), (q, s) E W x ]r - E, I] n 
N, x I\f?; whence by (3), q . (0, st] c N,\N, and s E I, which is impossible 
because u 1 N,(q) < (r - &)I < st and (N,, N,) satisfies the exit property for 
index pairs; whence for each (y, r) E clN,,,(N, X I\B), u 1 N,(y) > rt so that 
y - (0, rtl c N,; hence (y . rf) E N;’ X (r} c C, which shows that 
~(cI,~(A\B)) c C. This completes showing that (A, B), (C, D), and h satisfy 
the hypotheses of 2.10 including those which guarantee that h induces a 
bijection. Because A/B and C/D are compact Hausdorff spaces, it follows 
that h induces a homeomorphism i: A/B -+ C/D defined by i[ y, r) = 1 y . rt, r] 
if (y. r) E A\B and i[ B] = [D 1; by (3) this translates to 
fi(y, r] = Iy. rt, r] if y. lO,rt]nN,=0 
= PI otherwise. 
(4) 
Then, identifying N,/N, ’ with N, x (1 }/Nz ’ x (1 } c A/B and N’,/Nz with 
N~x(l}/N,x{1}cC/D,becauseh(f~(s})=fx(s)foreachsEI,itis 
clear that g = 6 ( N,/N; ‘, where i 1 N,/N;’ is regarded as a map into N{/N, 
and that g is a homeomorphism because i is. Finally, because (A,B) and 
(C, D) are closed pairs in @ X I, and because (N,, N, f7 N,) is a closed pair 
in @, setting (K, L) = (N,, N, n N,), 2.15 and 2.12 yield continuous maps 
j: N,/N, X I -+ A/B and n: C/D --) N,/N2 defined by j(lr], s) = 17, s) and 
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fly, s] = [yl. It is then clear from (4) that f’ = r? 0 ioj, showing that f’ is 
well defined and continuous. Because (N’, , N, n N{) is also a closed pair in 
@, 2.1 1 yields that I: N{/N, -+ N,/N, is continuous, and from the 
descriptions of 6 and f’ it follows thatf’ is a weak deformation retraction of 
N,/N, to N:/N,. 1 
DEFINITION AND PROPOSITION 3.2. The inclusion (N, , N, n N,) c 
(N,, N;‘n N,) induces a homotopy equivalence p: N,/N, + NJN;’ with 
homotopy inverse the composition N,/N;’ -9 N:/N* +’ N,/N, . Hence g- ’ is 
homotopic to p o I. 
ProoJ As noted previously (N, , N, n N,) and (N, , N;‘n N,) are closed 
pairs in @, whence it follows from 2.11 that p is continuous. Consider the 
composition N,IN, -P N,IN;’ 9 M,/N, -+I NJN,, and note that g o p = 
f:: N,/N, + N{/N, ; hence g o p is a homotopy equivalence by the preceding 
proposition. Also, r o g is an equivalence as both g and I are, again by 3.1. 
Then by the equivalence lemma, p is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy 
inverse (2:))‘g, and by 3.1 df:)-’ = I yielding p-’ = I 0 g as claimed. Thus 
p-g-‘,-‘; hencepor--g-l. I 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be an isolating @-neighborhood of S (not necessarily 
distinct from N), and suppose that (M,, M2) is an index pair for S relative 
to M. 
(1) If U- is an M-open neighborhood of A -(M), then there exists 
T- > 0 so that s > T- implies M{ c U-. 
(2) If U+ is an M-open neighborhood of A ‘(M), then there exists 
Tt > 0 so that s > T’ implies M,\M;‘c M, r-? tJ+. 
(3) If S c V c M, V @-open, then there exists T > 0 so that s > T 
implies Mi\MyS c V. 
(4) If M c N, then there exist s and r, s > r > 0, so that M;\M;’ c N, 
and M{ n M;‘n N,\N;’ = 0; hence there is an inclusion induced map 
M;/M;’ -+ NJN;“. 
Proof. Because A-(M) c U-, for each yE M\U-, u* 1 M(y) < 00; 
whence as M\U- is closed in M, hence compact, by Remark I after 2.7, 
u* 1 M is bounded above on MjU-. Set T- to be the supremum plus one. 
Then for each y E M\U-, y . I-T-, 01 nr,\M # 0, and it necessarily 
follows that if s > T-, then M: c U-. Analagously, u 1 M is bounded on 
M/U+ and setting T+ to be the supremum plus one, for each y E M\U+, 
y . IO, T+ ] n f,,\M # 0. From the exit property of (M,, M2) it follows that 
if s > Tt, then M,\U’ c M, n M;‘. Hence, taking complements in M,, 
M,\MFS c M, n (I+. This completes showing (1) and (2). If S c VC N, V 
G-open, choose U’ and U- M-open so that A *(M) c Uf and V = U+ A U-. 
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Then choose T- and T’ as guaranteed by (1) and (2) and set T= 
max(T-, T’ ). For s > T, M;\M;’ c U- n M,\M;“c U- n Ut = V. To 
see that U- and Ut can be chosen as claimed, note that because A -(M) n 
A ‘(M) = S c V, A -(M)\V and A + (M)\V are disjoint M-closed subsets of 
M; hence there are disjoint M-open sets W- 3 A-(M)\V and Wt 3 
A ‘(M)\V. Then set U* = W* U V to satisfy the claim. This completes 
showing (3). 
To see that (4) holds, suppose M c N and set V = int, M n int,(N,\N,). 
Then S c V c M and V is 9-open. Applying (3), for all large enough r > 0, 
M;\M;’ c V c N, . Then claim that for all large enough r > 0, M; n M;‘n 
A’(N) = 0. Assuming this for the moment, choose such an r > 0. There then 
exists by normality of N, an N-open neighborhood of A ‘(N), call it U’, 
which is disjoint from M; n M;‘. Then by applying (2) to (N,, N,) and U+, 
choose s, s > r > 0, so that N,w;$ c N, n U’; whence M; n M;‘n 
N,\N;‘cM;nM;‘nU’=0. 
It remains to show that for all large enough r > 0, M{ n M;'n 
A +(N) = 0. Suppose not, then for each r > 0, Mi n A '(N) n a,M # 0; for 
given r > 0, choose r’ > r so that for some y, y E M;’ n M;” n A ‘(N); by 
(2) M;” n A ‘(M) = 0 so that u 1 M(y) < 00; hence by 2.7 and the relative 
positive invariance of (M;‘, M;“), y . u ) M(y) E M:’ n M;” f7 A ‘(N) n 
a,M, and as M;’ c M;, it follows that M; nA+(N)na,M # 0. Then 
(M'; n A ‘(N) n 3,M: r > 0) is a nested family of non-empty M-closed 
subsets of M; hence no finite intersection is empty; whence because M is 
compact, 0#n(M;nA’(N)n&,M:r>O}=A-(M)nA+(N)fIa,Mc 
A (N) n A ‘(N) n i3,M (this last inclusion holding because M c N) = S n 
a,M = 0 because M was assumed to be an isolating 9-neighborhood of S; 
i.e., S c int, M. This contradiction shows that for all large enough r > 0, 
M;nM;rnA+(N)=O. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (m,, m,) be an index pair for S relative to an 
isolating 9-neighborhood fl of S (K? is not necessarily distinct from N), and 
suppose I’: N,/N, + T?,/fl, is a continuous inclusion induced map (so 
N,\N, c R, and N, n N, n m,\fi, = 0). Then i is a homotopy equivalence, 
with homotopy inverse a composition of maps between the index spaces of 
index pairs with each factor being either an inclusion induced map or an 
analogue of one of the maps defined in 3.1 or 3.2. 
Remark. The maps I: N’,/N? --) N,/N, and p: NJN, --t N,/N;’ are special 
cases of this proposition. 
Proof. Set M = N n I’?, and note M is an isolating 9-neighborhood for 
S. As S c int*(N,\N,), choose V 9-open so that S c V c int,(M n N,). By 
3.3 choose r > 0 so that q;\flyr c V. Then (lir; n M, R;’ n M) is an index 
pair for S relative to M: Both members of the pair are clearly compact and 
505.‘42:2-7 
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also are positively invariant relative to M because M c N and 4 and &’ 
are both positively invariant relative to m; also, as K\&’ c YC M, 4 n 
M\fl;'nM=R\i$-' so that (fl n M, m;‘n M) satisfies the isolating 
property since (&, fl;‘) does; and finally the exit property is satisfied, for if 
yEN;nM and a(M(y)<oo, if y. ]O,alM(y)]c&nM\&'nM, then 
y a [0, u 1 M(y)] c &\I%';' c Vc M; whence by 2.8 for some E > 0, 
7 . [0, u 1 M(y) + E] c V c M contradicting the definition of o ( M(y). Also, as 
qnM\N;'nM=fl\I?;', setting (M,,M,)=(&nM,&'nM), it 
follows from 2.10 and 2.11 that there is a natural inclusion induced 
homeomorphism e: R/N;‘-+ M,/M,, and as MC N, by 3.3(4) choose J 
and s, 0 < r’ < s, so that there is an inclusion induced map j: M;'/M;" + 
N,/NT~. Then define m: m,/m, + N,/N, to be the following composition: 
~M:'IM,"-L,N,lN,'~N:IN,~N,IN,, (1) 
where p’ and p are defined as in 3.2 and where 3; ,3[‘, g, and I are defined as 
in 3.1. Set k = m o j and (= I’o m. The aim is to apply the equivalence 
lemma to the diagram 
which requires showing that k and P are homotopy equivalences. In fact, it 
will follow from the next proposition that k - 1,V,,h.2 and & - l~,,,q~ ; whence it 
follows from 2.14 that 7’ = m, which fact completes the current 
proposition. I 
PRoPosrnoN 3.5. Suppose (4: N,/N, -+ NJN, is a composition of maps 
where each factor is a map between index spaces of index pairs for S of one 
of the following types: 
(i) end map of a deformation as defined in 3.1(2) 
M,/M$M,/M2 or M,/M,A M;/M,; 
(ii) a homeomorphism or its inverse as defined in 3.1(l) 
M,/M;'&M;/M,; I 
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(iii) an inclusion induced map as in 3.4 
MJM, -L A,f&, 
where (M,, M,), (a,, A?,) are index pairs for S. 
Then o - l,V,,,.,. 
Proof From 3.2 it follows that any map of type g: M,/MiS-+ M:/Mz 
has for a homotopy inverse the composite M:/M,+’ M,/M;’ +p M,/MiS 
so that any factor of 9 of type g-‘: M:/M, + M,/M;’ can be replaced by a 
composite p 0 I. Also note 3:: M,IM, -+ M:/M, and f :: M,IM2 --) M,/M, 
factor to M,/M, +* MJM; .‘-P M:/M, and M,/M, +p M,/M;’ +R 
MI/M2 +’ M,/M,, respectively. Also f: - l,V,,N2. Then since the identity 
map of an index pair is a map of type (iii), without loss of generality 9 =j, 0 
g, YL, 0 g,- I 0 . . . ojl 0 g, 0.k where each ji is a composition of maps of 
type (iii) and each gi is a homeomorphism, gi: M,,,/M,; -+ M’:,,/M,.,. Let 
T= C; , ti. It is then clear that for each j, E N,, 9[y] = [v e r] or 9[r] = [Nz]. 
Also, for each 7 E N,fi[y] = [v. r] if ‘, 4 N;< otherwise$:[y] = [N2]. The 
proof proceeds by showing that there exists r >, ? so that p 0 9 =p of i, 
where p: N,/N, -+ N,/N;’ is defined as in 3.2. Assuming this, then 
9 = 1,,/.v, o 9 -f: o cp 
=(~~g~P)~9=o~g)@~9) 
=(Iog)@of:)=(logop)of; 
=fi of:- l.V,IN* o lN,/xI = LI/,V2' 
where f 1: N,/N, + N,/N, is the end map of a deformation as in 3.1(2), and 
1 o g o p is the factorization off i mentioned above. 
To say that for some r > c p o 9 = p off is equivalent to saying 
where p: N, -+ N,/N, is the quotient map, and by the above observations on 
the actions of 9 and ff, for yE N,, 9[y] #fi[y] if, and only if, either (i) 
9lrl= INzl +f:Irl or (ii) 9[y] + [N,]=fi[y]. The proof that (1) holds 
proceeds in four steps with the fourth yielding the desired conclusion; the 
first two are used in the fourth to show the inclusion 
P-‘~IYI up-'f:bl=W-W' 
when (i) holds, and the third is used to show this same inclusion when (ii) 
holds. 
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Observe that if (M,, M,) is .an index pair and t > 0, then (M,\M;‘) m t = 
M{\M,. This follows from (3) of 3.1 and will be used in steps two and three 
below. 
SUBLEMMA I. Given index pairs (L,,k, L,,,) for S, k = l,..., n + 1, and 
inclusion induced maps 
ik:Ll,klL2,k~L1.k+lIL~.k+1~ k = l,..., n. 
Then 
tl+1 
A+wl,l) = n L,kwl,k; 
&=I 
hence 
w *,n+J =P”+1(L,,“+,)~~PIA+(L,,~)~ 
wherej=inoi,-,o...oiI and where 
t)k: L,,k” Ll,k/Ll,k, k = l,..., n + 1 
is the quotient map. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on n. First recall (2.9(2)) that for any 
index pair, (L,, L,), A+(L,)n L, = 0, hence, in particular, A+(L,,,) c 
Jh\L2,1 so that the case n = 0 holds. For any integer m, 0 <m < n, by 
induction assume 
A+(Ll,l)c ii L,,k\L2,k- 
&=I 
Then as i,,, is inclusion induced 
A+(Ll,l)cL*,m~L,,,cLl,~+l~ 
and because A +(L,,,) is positively invariant, 
A+(L~.~)cA+(L,,,+~)~L,,,+,\L~.~+, 
whence 
m+l 
A+(Ll,l) = n Ll,k\CZ,k, 
&=I 
which completes the induction. 
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Given KC L,,,, clearly by definition of the inclusion induced maps, 
IL Z,n + ,I Ejp(K) if, and only if, 
for some i, i = l,..., n + 1, SO that 
SUBLEMMA II. [ N2] 6? rpp(A + (N,)), where p: N, -+ N,/N, is the quotienf 
map. 
Proof: For convenience in writing what follows set t,+ , = 0 and set 
W I.ll+l~ M,.,t I>= @‘,vNz). 
Where 
fp=jn~gnOjn-, o...oj, ogl oJo, 
setting 
(pk = jr, ’ gk ’ . . . ‘j, o gl ‘j0 
for 0 < k < n, it must be shown that 
for 1 < k < n + 1 which, using the convention that a summation over an 
empty index set equals zero, is the same as saying that 
k-l 
A +W,) * x t, = M,,k\“,l: 
i -I 
c2k) 
for 1 <k,<n+ 1. 
Proceed by induction on k. The case k = 1 follows from Sublemma I 
applied to j, = (po. With (2k) as induction hypothesis, push both sides of the 
inclusion of (2k) forward under the flow by t, obtaining a new inclusion. The 
resulting left-hand side is the left-hand side of (2k+ ,) which is positively 
invariant and a subset of Mt,\M,,, by the new inclusion; hence applying 
Sublemma I to jk shows (2k+ ,) holds and completes the induction. 1 
SUBLEMMA III. If y E N, n N;’ (so that fi[y] = [N2]), then 
p-‘p[yJ c N, n N;! 
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Proof: First, using the notation and assumptions of Sublemma I, observe 
that for any sE R’, 
then for some r, 0 <r < s, y . 10, r] c Ll,k, and 7. r E L,,,, and by 2.2 
y.r- -u* I L,,dy . 4 E L; 
hence as y CE L2+, setting r. = r - u* 1 L,,,(y . r), 0 < r. < r < s, and 
y . r, E L,,,, and by the definition of a* 1 L,,, and the relative positive 
invariance of L,,, it follows that 
Y  . 10, rol =fdL; 
also, 
because 
Lk\LZ.k CL,&, I 
G: Ll.klLl.k~Ll.k+lIL2.k+l 
is inclusion induced SO that 
as Ll,L+l is @-closed, being compact; thus 
Y~~~~L,,~~L,,,~L,,,+, 
which implies that y . r. E Lzak+, because 
Ll.k~L~,~~Ll,~+l\L~,~+l = 0 
as I;, is inclusion induced; hence 
Y~L,,~+,~L~,~+, 
since y. [O,r,,]cL,,r+, and Y.~,EL~,~+, and O<r,<s; by induction it 
follows that 
II+1 
f7 (~l.I\~2,1)~~~:=~l,,+l~L~S,+l~ 
/=I 
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Now suppose that f:[r] = [N2]. If (P[JJ] = [N,] also, there is nothing to 
show, so suppose that v[r] = [y . f] f [N,]. By hypothesis, y E (N,w,)n 
N;? As cp[ y] # IN, 1, applying the above observation to j, yields 
Y E (M,. ,\M;.:l) n (M;.:? -- 5 
whence 
Y. 4 E (W:,\4,)nw,T. 
For induction assume 
Again, as cp[r] # [N,], the above observation applied to j, yields 
7’ 2 t,E(M ,,k+l\M~~~:‘I)n(M,~:‘,)-’ 
i=l 
so that 
k+ I 
Hence by induction 
Y a fE (M:,W,.,) n Mi.S 
and applying the above observation to j, gives 
y.iE (N,w,)nN;i 1 
SUBLEMMA IV. There exists r >, i so that f i [ y ] # cp (y ] implies 
p-- ‘f;[y] up-‘cp[y) c N, n N;‘. 
and hence the composites 
and 
NJN, (p. N,/N, -‘--, N,fN;’ 
N,/N, A NJN, p. NJN;’ 
are equal. 
(3) 
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Proof: By Sublemma II, p-‘qo-‘(Nzj nA+(N,) = 0. Thus by normality 
choose U open relative to N, with A + (N,) c U and p- *q’- ‘[N,] c N,\U. By 
3.3(2) choose r > Iso that N,\N;‘c U. Then suppose y E N,\N, and ~[JJ/ # 
fi[yl. As noted above there are two possibilities. First, suppose 
then by choice of U, 
yEN,\UcN,nN;‘, 
and as y . [0, f] c N, and as N, n N;’ is positively invariant relative to N,, 
p- tf;[y] = ye FE N, n N;‘, 
and it follows that the inclusion (3) holds in the first case. In the second 
case, cp[y] # [N2] =fi[r] so that 
YE (N,\N,)nN;‘; 
then by Sublemma III, 
and it follows that the inclusion (3) holds in this case too. Hence 
u ~P-‘$4wP-!fTlrl: dY1 +ffM1 =N,nNi’ 
and as noted previously this clearly gives the desired equality p of i = p o cp, 
concluding the proof of Sublemma IV and also of the proposition. i 
DEFINITION AND THEOREM 3.6. Let Y(S) be the category whose objects 
are the quotient spaces of the index pairs for S and whose morphisms are the 
homotopy classes of any defined composition of maps of the types occurring 
in 3.5. Then Y(S) is a connected simple system. In particular, all index 
spaces have the same homotopy type. 9(S) is called the Morse index of the 
isolated invariant at S. 
Proof: 3.1-3.5 above show that each factor in such a composition is a 
homotopy equivalence whence so is the composite. Thus 9(S) is a groupoid 
and is simple by 3.5. If (N,, N2) and (fl,, fi,) are index pairs for S in the 
isolating neighborhoods N and N, respectively, let M = N n N and let 
m: I?,/N, -+ N,/N, be defined as in (1) of the proof of 3.4. The homotopy 
class of m is a morphism in 9(S), and it follows that the simple system is 
connected. # 
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Remark. Conley’s construction of the Morse index in 121 utilizes only 
functorial inclusion induced maps. As a consequence the proof of connec- 
tedness of the Morse index given in [ 2, Section 5.11 is slightly different. First, 
Conley shows that given two index pairs relative to the same isolating 
neighborhood there is a homotopy equivalence between them; second, he 
shows that given two isolating neighborhoods there exist two nested index 
pairs, one relative to each neighborhood, such that the intersection of either 
of these index pairs with the intersection of the isolating neighborhoods is an 
index pair relative to the intersection of the isolating neighborhoods, and 
each of the resulting inclusion maps of pairs, from an intersection into one of 
the originals, is an excision which induces a natural homeomorphism 
between the index spaces. One then can compose maps of the two types to 
get a homotopy equivalence between index spaces of index pairs relative to 
different isolating neighborhoods which is the analogue of the map m in the 
proof of 3.6 above. Conley’s construction has the advantage of using only 
functorial inclusion induced maps, at the cost of introducing two extraneous 
index spaces geometrically unrelated to two given index spaces one wants to 
show homotopy equivalent. This would be very inconvenient in certain 
contexts; e.g. 171. However, in other contexts it could prove quite useful to 
note that as a consequence of the two different constructions and 3.5 above, 
it follows that any general inclusion induced map between index spaces is 
homotopic to a composition of homeomorphisms g as defined in 3.1(l) and 
functorial inclusion induced maps. 
4. MODIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL SEMI-FLOWS 
When @ c I-,, is only a local semi-flow, part of Proposition 2.9(l) fails to 
hold; namely, (N{, N,) and (N:, N;‘) fail, in general, to be index pairs 
because the isolating property fails to hold. The following simple counterex- 
ample is due to C. Conley (personal communication): Take a flow in the 
plane which moves every point to the right horizontally except the origin 
which is a stop point. Take f = RZ and @ the closed right half-plane and S 
the origin which has [0, I ] x [-I, 11 as an isolating @-neighborhood; and 
set N, = [0, 1 ] x [- 1, 11, N, = ( 1) x I-1, 11, and note (N, , N,) is an 
(isolating) index pair for S, but cl,(N:\N,) is not a @-neighborhood of S for 
any f > 0. 
Because the quotient space N:/N, occurs naturally as an object of the 
connected simple system constructed above, in the context of local semi- 
flows it seems natural albeit a bit cumbersome to widen the definition of 
index pair to encompass (N:, N2), To distinguish between the wider 
definition given below and the previous definition of index pair, we now call 
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a pair (N, , N,) which satisfies the definition of index pair in 2.5, an isolating 
index pair. The new definition of index pair is then given by: 
DEFINITION 4.1 (Index Pair for Local Semi-Flows). Suppose @ c r, is a 
local semi-flow and N an isolating @-neighborhood with maximal invariant 
set S. An ordered pair of compact subsets of N, (N,, N2) is called an index 
pair for S relative to N if, and only if, 
(i) N, is positively invariant relative to N, 
(ii) there exists a compact #, c N satisfying 
(a) @, , N,) is an isolating index pair for S relative to N, 
(b) N,\N, = fl,\N,, and 
(c) for some t E R+, N{\N, c N,w*. 
With this definition, if (N, , N,) is an isolating index pair, then (N’, , N,) is 
an index pair where N, plays the role of N, in 4.1. Also if “index pair” is 
defined according to 4.1, then Proposition 2.9 above holds for @ c f,, a local 
semi-flow with essentially the same proof. Note too that all the results of 
Section 3 go through for the wider definition of 4.1 with essentially the same 
proofs except for the following modification to the proof of 3.3(4). Referring 
to this proof, the fact that S c int,(N,\N,) was used. Instead, using the fl, 
guaranteed by 4.1, S c int,@,\N,), and for some 1’ > 0, fl’,‘\Nz c N, ; so 
that if M’;\M;’ c int,(M) n int,(N,\N,), then ikf;“‘\M;(‘+“’ c p,‘\N, c 
N,\N, c N, , which makes the proof of 3.3(4) go through. 
Finally we distinguish between the two types of index pairs (isolating and 
non-isolating) by altering the notation of 3.6 when in the context of local 
semi-flows by denoting the category defined in 3.6 which has the collection 
of all index pairs for S, both isolating and non-isolating, as its collection of 
objects by y(S), and now define 9(S) to be the full subcategory of -(S) 
which has for its collection of objects the collection of isolating index pairs 
for S. 
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